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January 9, 2024 

 

The Honorable Amy Walen 

Chair, Consumer Protection and Business Committee 

Washington House of Representatives 

437 Legislative Building 

P.O. Box 40600 

Olympia, WA 98504 

 

The Honorable Cindy Ryu 

Washington House of Representatives 

303 John L. O’Brien Building 

P.O. Box 40600 

Olympia, WA 98504 

 

Re:  H.B. 2083, An Act Relating to making modifications to small loans under payday 

lending laws; amending RCW 31.45.010, 31.45.073, and 3 31.45.105; adding a new 

section to chapter 31.45 RCW; and declaring an emergency; and H.B. 1874, Predatory 

Loan Prevention Act 

 

Dear Representatives Walen and Ryu: 

 

PayrollOrg (PAYO) supports your efforts to regulate earned wage access (EWA) benefits in 

Washington to protect consumers from predatory practices. However, PayrollOrg is 

concerned that bill provisions in H.B. 2083 and H.B. 1874 do not recognize how EWA 

benefits are managed. The bills, if passed, could prevent employee-consumers from taking 

advantage of EWA benefits and without providing the consumer protections we all 

envision. 

 

About PAYO 

 

PAYO, formerly the American Payroll Association, is a nonprofit association representing 

more than 20,000 payroll professionals throughout the United States. PAYO's Government 

Relations Task Force partners with government agencies to help payroll professionals with 

compliance, while minimizing the administrative burden on government, employers, and 

individual workers.    
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PAYO members are directly responsible for calculating wages and withholding for their 

employers across all industries and employer types. PAYO does not endorse any technology 

or management approach. Therefore, PAYO is not positioning itself with any specific 

business, employer, or group. 

 

These comments are only applicable to employer-integrated models of EWA. Direct-to-

consumer models do not impact payroll management. 

 

Financial Wellness 

 

Today, employees say that the most important employer-provided benefit is financial 

wellness. 

 

Research data varies on employees’ stress about their finances, but the numbers are 

significant. A December 2023 report by PYMNTS and LendingClub found that 62% of 

employees are living paycheck to paycheck. PwC found that 60% of employees are stressed 

about their finances. BrightPlan’s 2023 survey determined that 92% of employees are 

financially stressed. In PAYO’s 2023 Getting Paid in America Survey, 49% of survey 

participants said it would be very difficult if their paycheck was delayed for just one week. 

 

Employers are adopting or improving financial wellness programs to increase worker 

satisfaction and retention. The Employee Benefits Research Institute found that 85% of the 

companies it surveyed indicated that financial wellbeing initiatives had either a large 

impact or a small impact on employees’ mental, emotional, and social wellbeing.  

 

The research data on the need for financial wellness are not limited to lower-income 

workers. Instead, financial health applies to all employees regardless of earned income 

amounts. This is why payroll professionals are helping their employers to identify and offer 

employees financial wellness benefits.  

 

One employer-provided financial benefit comes from advances in technology that have 

made possible the ability of employees to access their earned wages before their regularly 

scheduled payday. These technologies, collectively known as earned wage access (EWA), 

are an important benefit and in demand by employees. 

 

Culture of U.S. Consumers  

 

In the U.S., neither government entities nor employers control how employees spend their 

earned income (with some exceptions). Therefore, regardless of which financial tools 

employees use or the laws and regulations that apply to these tools, the advantages and 

https://www.pymnts.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/12/PYMNTS-New-Reality-Check-December-2023.pdf
https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/issues/workforce/hopes-and-fears.html#:~:text=Fully%2060%25%20of%20workers%20with,training%20(see%20chart%20below).
https://www.brightplan.com/2023-wellness-barometer-survey
chrome-extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/https:/info.payroll.org/pdfs/npw/2023_Getting_Paid_In_America_survey_results.pdf
https://www.ebri.org/health/content/sixth-annual-financial-wellbeing-employer-survey-finds-productivity-employee-satisfaction-primary-reasons-for-employers-to-offer-financial-wellness-benefits
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potential disadvantages of EWA are based on employees’ needs at the time wages are 

accessed.  

 

In context of the U.S. culture of employee financial control, it is imperative that 

Washington’s approach to regulating EWA does not interfere with employees’ 

decision-making to better manage their finances. Regulations should not unintentionally 

lead to more expensive outcomes for employees. Arbitrarily adding restrictions on EWA 

products and services is not the answer, especially without a clear process to properly 

evaluate restrictions.  

 

For example, if Washington’s House of Representatives determines that Annual Percentage 

Rate (APR) fee caps are appropriate for EWA, employees will be forced to take out larger 

amounts than are needed, e.g., $500 or more when they only need $60, and without adding 

to consumer protections. If the state adopts frequency limits, employees, especially those 

living paycheck to paycheck, would not be able to apply the least-costly alternative that 

would otherwise be available to them. Employees only options will be to seek high-interest 

payday loans, overdraw their bank accounts resulting in non-sufficient fund fees, or paying 

bills late. These expensive options build actual cycles of debt that EWA benefits are 

designed to prevent. 

 

Technological Advances Versus Administrative Capabilities 

 

Financial tools, like EWA, bridge the gap between pay periods to help workers meet 

expenses as they come due. If implementation and use of EWA become too cumbersome, 

the value of the benefit will diminish and could become untenable for use.   

 

The payroll period concept began during the Industrial Revolution when factories hired 

workers and paid them weekly. Over time, payroll periods have been used to ensure that 

workers received pay at regular intervals, overtime pay could be calculated, taxes were 

paid, children received support, and contributions were made to healthcare insurance and 

retirement plans. 

 

This background information is important. Today, technological advances to payroll 

management systems have created the capability to eliminate the pay period approach, 

meaning the technology would allow workers to receive their earned pay at any time. 

However, payroll professionals, employers, and government agencies do not have the 

resources to manage the administration of this capability. The technology is available but 

not all employers and government agencies are able to acquire, implement, and maintain 

these systems or have the cash flow to fully process payroll and legal withholding at 

employees’ demand.  
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EWA is Not a Form of Credit 

 

PAYO asserts that employer-integrated EWA is not a form of credit, and fees should not be 

considered in the context of credit. EWA is simply a new administrative feature that allows 

employees to obtain part of their already earned wages easily and efficiently in the current 

pay period before the next scheduled payroll. 

 

In EWA, employees receive earned wages earlier than they would otherwise and without 

owing interest. That an employer makes wages available to employees earlier than the 

scheduled date, does not necessarily mean that an employee has received an income-based 

advance. Because the amount of earnings an employee receives on a regularly scheduled 

payday is reduced by the amount the employee received at an earlier date, also does not 

necessarily mean the earlier payment is defined as credit. This is especially true when the 

employee is receiving already earned wages and the employer is providing real-time payroll 

data to the EWA provider to ensure accuracy of earnings calculations. 

 

When EWA is employer-integrated, employers may pay the EWA provider fees or pay for 

the provider’s services through a contract arrangement. It is not unusual for employers to 

share the costs of benefits with employees. For example, provision of healthcare insurance 

benefits usually involves employee contributions that are withheld from their pay. The cost 

of other benefits, such as gym memberships, subsidized meals, and wellness programs, are 

also provided through shared payments by employers and employees. EWA benefits should 

be considered in this context. If the employee costs are too high and employees do not take 

advantage of the benefits, the employer’s purpose in offering the benefits is defeated. This 

is part of the negotiation between the employer and EWA vendor. 

 

APR is the yearly interest charged on a loan. In EWA, there is no interest. Because EWA is 

not a form of credit, using the APR to measure the reasonableness of fees does not make 

sense. EWA amounts are small (80% of EWA transactions are between $40 and $100) and 

are generally taken a few days before the next payday; thus, application of an APR limit 

would be prohibitive. Instead, fees for EWA benefits should be viewed as a comparison to 

other financial options, such as the cost of bank overdraft fees and payday loans.  

 

Predatory Practices 

 

PAYO supports regulation of EWA benefits. Payroll professionals have consistently stated 

that predatory practices should not be allowed. Requirements should include transparency 

for employers, payroll professionals, employees, and government agencies with plain 

language explanations of an EWA provider’s process, how the provider complies with 
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regulatory requirements, how payroll management will be impacted, all fees and costs 

associated with EWA benefits, and employee responsibilities.  

 

Usually, predatory practices refer to high-interest rates and penalties to repay loans, threats 

that an employee’s credit rating will be lowered, and harassment by providers to pay the 

money back. In employer-integrated EWA, there is no interest and funds are reimbursed to 

the EWA provider on the employee’s next payday. A true EWA benefit would not have 

carryover beyond the next pay period. EWA providers have no recourse if unable to recoup 

an EWA amount with the next payroll.  The transparency requirements should include this 

information. Washington’s law should also define EWA benefits and those products and 

programs that may be financial wellness tools and called EWA but are not.  

 

In addition, PAYO supports EWA provider reporting requirements on use of their program 

with employee demographics on total average annual costs.  

 

PAYO can be reached through Alice Jacobsohn at 202-669-4001 or ajacobsohn@payroll.org. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Alice P. Jacobsohn, Esq. 

Director, Government Relations 

 

For: Government Relations Task Force 

 State and Local Topics Subcommittee: 

Cochairs Pete Isberg; Carlanna Livingstone, CPP; and Bruce Phipps, CPP 

Electronic Payments Subcommittee: 

Cochairs Nancy Fletcher, CPP; Ronn Gilson, CPP; and Kristine Willson, CPP 

mailto:ajacobsohn@payroll.org

